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Status Report on the BIT Program, -
Provides Thermal-Neutron Flux and Current Spectra, 
Isotropic and Anisotropic Group Cross Sections 

I. INTRODUCTION 

WANL broad group cross sections are obtained using an iterative 

procedure. The GAM^ , QUERY^ , and TNS^ "̂  slowing down programs aire used to 

calculate fine group fluxes and currents and subsequently to obtain multigroup 

cross sections. Using these cross sections, more realistic fluxes and currents 

are then obtained for any particular physical situation from a multigroup 

transport calculation. These better flux and current distributions are used 

by the GAM and TNS codes along with the GAM and TNS cross section libraries 

to obtain final broad group cross sections. The fluxes and currents that are 

obtained from the transport calculation are "broad-group" quantities and some 

interpolation scheme must be used to obtain the fine group fluxes and currents 

that are required as input to GAM and TNS. The GAM-QUERY programs are used for 

the energy range above thermal up to 10 Mev and TNS is used for the "thermal" 

energy range, usually from 0 - 1.86 ev, however, it may be used up to 2.38 ev. 

GAM provides initial fluxes and currents for cross section averaging through 

the solution of the time independent Boltzmann equation in the P(l) or B(l) 

approximation when a buckling tenn is input. Resonance absorption including 

the effects of Doppler Broadening is treated with the QUERY program; a 

temperature must be specified and resonance parameters are needed in the cross 

section library. TNS is used to calculate the thermal neutron flux for an 
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infinite homogenous isotropic medium, i.e. spatial and angular dependencies are 

ignored^ . "Up-scattering" is included, of course, in the TNS calculation, 

but is unimportant in the GAM energy range and is ignored in GAM calculations. 

The source of neutrons in the thermal range arises from "down-scattering" from 

the GAM energy range; whereas neutrons are born in the GAM energy remge as a 

result of the fission process. Cross sections in the TNS library are input 

pointwise, i.e. there is a cross section value input for each microscopic energy 

group, and no use is made of resonance parameters. In order to accoiont for 

temperature effects in the TNS calculation the cross sections must be calculated 

externally and input into the library for every temperature that is to be 

considered. 

In this status report a new program, BIT, is described. A set of 

equations that provide for the calculation of the thermal neutron spectrum 

(fluxes and currents) in the P(l) or B(l) approximation consistent with the GAM 

type of calculation are presented along with the method of solution. Since we 

wish to retain the same energy mesh that exists in the TNS library there are 

99 energy points over the thermal range. Hence a set of 2 x 99 = 198 equations 

must be solved for 198 unknowns. However, the flxixes and cixrrents can be 

separated so that two sets of equations each consisting of 99 equations and 

99 unknowns must be solved. The Westinghouse program ISIMEQv^) (Gauss 

elimination method) has been successfully tested for solving such sets of 

equations, and it is used in the BIT program. In addition to treating the 

angular dependence, BIT differs from TNS in that resonance parameters may be 
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input and the Doppler broadened cross sections calculated when the temperature 

is specified. Doppler broadened cross sections are calculated using EXT^ '' 

which has been in operation at WANL. Furthermore, all nucleii are treated the 

same in the BIT program unlike the TNS program where nucleii are classified 

as moderators or absorbers and where the cross sections required in the library 

differ depending on the classification. The following paragraphs explain the 

need for this more accurate thermal cross section calculation. 

For low neutron energies crystalline binding effects are important 

and scattering cross sections can be quite anisotropic. For example, there 

are discontinuous increases in the coherent elastic scattering cross section 

at certain neutron energies in polycrystalline materials. This increase occurs 

when a new set of lattice planes can contribute to the scattering and is, 

therefore, extremely anisotropic. Whether the crystalline binding effects 

are important or not depends on the physical situation. For example, in a 

NERVA type reactor there is an annular Be reflector, which is cooled by liquid 

H2, surrounding the core. If the neutron flux is characterized by the core 

temperature ('v 2000°C) binding effects are probably not important, however 

if the neutron flux is characterized by the temperature of liquid H2 ('̂  -253°C) 

binding effects are extremely important. Aside from crystalline effects 

anisotropic scattering can also be important for nucleii having a small mass 

number (e.g. hydrogen). 

Also, at the extremely high temperatures at which the NERVA reactor 

core operates the resonance absorption cross sections will be affected by the 

Doppler effect even in the thermal range. 
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The crystalline neutron scattering cross sections required for input 

to BIT will be obtained from HEXSCAT^'^^ SUMMIT^^^, and FLANGE^^). The program 

HEXSCAT which is in operation at WANL provides the P(0) and P(l) transfer matrices 

for polycrystalline coherent elastic scattering. The program in operation at 

WANL at present for providing the crystalline inelastic scattering cross section 

(SUMMIT-incoherent approximation) does not calculate the P(l) transfer matrix. 

However, evaluated inelastic scattering law S(o(,0) decks (obtained from the 

GASKET^^'' program) are available in the ENDF at Brookhaven, and the FLANGE 

program which is in operation at WANL can be used to obtain the P(0) and P(l) 

transfer matrices from these decks. In addition, A. S. Johnston at this lab 

is working on crystalline scattering^ ' cross sections based on a coherent 

theory. 

An option will also provide for generating the P(0) and P(l) scattering 

kernels from a free-gas scattering model. This will be done by a modification 

of WANL's SIGGAŜ "'''''̂  program. 

At present there are no plans for calculating and printing out the 

transport approximation cross sections, only the group cross sections required 

for an explicit P(l) calculation will be made available. 

A report will be issued giving the program listing, input quantities, 

etc. after it has been adequately debugged, and after a reasonable cross section 

library is available. Any suggested changes in the printout quantities, etc. 

as described in this status report may be incorporated into the program. 
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II. EQUATIONS FOR FLUXES AND CURRENTS AND METHOD OF SOLUTION 

A. Equations 

The time independent Boltzmann equation with out so\irces (no fission 

neutrons are born in the thermal range) is 

-k _k ^ -1. ^ '^ 

where F(r, E,-ii-) = F(r, E,.lt)-î  is the vector flux, - a vector whose 
<^ 

magnitude equals the number of neutrons traveling in a direction-!•*- (a unit 

vector) that cross a unit area normal to -li- in unit time. Hence 

F(r,E,XL)=v,(?,E,a)v, 

r defines a point in space, E is the neutron energy, and v is the neutron 

velocity. 

y ^ t •"*t.-iL-^.LZ-) is the composite (simmed over all isotopes) 

macroscopic cross section for a scattering event that results in the neutron 

energy in the Laboratory coordinate system changing from E' to E and the direction 

of the neutron's velocity from X L to Si. , i.e. 2_kcV^~* > ) ~ 

E f t y ^ y *^ / 

^ <3^ ( E - * " E , J 1 . ' * J [ L j where C is the number density of the i^^ 
L i 
isotope and C3^ is the microscopic neutron scattering cross section of the 
i^^ isotope. Finally, 

^Tf^)=^: J J n (E-E.'il-̂ A'jdE^ A-- CiEMTs^^^ 
(2) 
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where ) is the composite macroscopic absorption cross section. Making ) 

independent of T implies a uniform homogenous medixim. Making \^ independent 

of X L assimes an isotropic medium; in the case of crystalline scattering it 

implies using a cross section averaged over the initial directions of the 

neutron. This is an adequate approximation for a polycrystalline material. 

In appendix I the following equations (B-1 approximation) for the 

fluxes, ^j^, and the currents, J, , are derived from the Boltzmann equation (in 

a manner similar to the GAM program) by expanding the scattering cross section 

in Legendre polynomials; representing the flux by its Fourier Transform, and 

then expanding the transform in Legendre polynomials and retaining terms out to 

the first order. 

aviJ X^'^l-

_23^_yO 
(4) 

,2 
where k is the index for the fine energy group, B is the Buckling, 

yn'i(il'^-'i^^ (5) 

^TR" 4* ̂ V ^ 4 ;^ ̂  w '̂ '̂  L identifies an isotope, (6) 
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n/e'̂ :(^rE.) - Zn^rs;(ErE,) 

where 

and / C = X L ' * A . 

o I '/ El I o<' 

^k L, ^-«^ ^Ec E| ) 

s :=o 

cx^ = 
A * - - / ^^ 

(XE^^E^^E^ 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

A is the mass number of isotope i, 

E(, is the upper cutoff energy of the thermal range. 

n is the scattering cross section (treated as a constant) at energies S greater than Ê ,, 

i 

- -F( t ) -J?j «''E,.<E.E, (11) 

Sk=0 
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D-̂  = diffusion coefficient. 

An = energy increment of the Ji^^ fine group. 

A-r^ ^^-^^•' i-I; Ej.= E^ (12) 

From equations 3 and 4 the equations which must be solved for the 

flux are found to be given in matrix form (see Appendix II) as 

i cp = yj 
^ - - (13) 

where ^ is a 99 x 99 element matrix, and (f and >̂  are 99 component vectors. 

(15) 
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>]x£ £° - B S' 
or 

ni 
4^1--^' LEt E^J 

s:--o 

« E,$ E^$ Ê  

Efe< °< E^ 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

5;.£„i„qt«v^'j.fa, 

t^ c. 

s;=o E,< « E, 
(19) 

After solving the matrix equation (13) for the flux using ISIMEQ̂ -''', the 

current can be obtained directly from the matrix equation: 

1 IS ± B = -1 

Equations 3 and 4 represent the B(l) approximate equations derived from the 

Boltzmann equation. Setting y. = 1 in equations 3 and 4 corresponds to the 

P(l) approximation. See Appendix I, 

(20) 
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B. Method of Solution 

There are two general methods of solving a system of simultaneous 

linear algebraic equations (equations (13) of Section II A are of this type). 

These are the direct and the iterative methods. It was decided sifter considering 

computer time and desired accuracy that the direct was better for obtaining a 

solution to equations (13). 

ISIMEQ^5) ig a digital computer program that was designed to find a 

solution to a system of non-homogeneous equations with a non-singular coefficient 

matrix. This routine does a Gauss elimination on the largest (absolute value) 

elements of the columns. Using the elimination method places ISIMEQ in the 

direct-method category. ISIMEQ has been tested for acctiracy by using it to 

obtain a solution to a problem (for which the solution was known) of order 100. 

In this way it was possible to measure the acciiracy of ISIMEQ's results for this 

problem. This same problem was solved using DSIMEQ and its results were compared 

with those of ISIMEQ. Also ISIMEQ was used in conJTinction with a method, out

lined by Hanming^ ^' , for increasing the accuracy of a solution. There is a 

computer code called ISUDS^^' that will perform this third type of computation. 

The results of these computer runs are presented in Table I. 

ISUDS will be used for the solution of equation (13) for two distinct 

reasons. 

1. One can control the amount of accuracy desired using ISUDS. 

2. The storage of the large coefficient matrix (99 x 99) need only 

be a single precision matrix. If DSIMEQ is used it would require 

2(99 X 99) locations. 

Double precision ISIMEQ. 

10 



TABLE I 

Method 

1 

2 

3 

No. Program 

ISIMEQ 

DSIMEQ 

ISUDS 

Remarks 

one-shot, direct 

one-shot, direct 

1 improvement 
iteration 

2 improvement 
iterations 

Time 

7 sec. 

10 sec. 

14 sec. 

21 sec. 

Accuracy of Unknowns on 
100th Order System 

3 digits 

10 digits 

8 digits 

10 digits 
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C. Input Quantities 

In order to solve the equations for the fluxes and currents the 

following cross sections are required in the library for each isotope: 

1. the scattering matrices/^ * l, and / ^ ^ . ^or any temperatures 

that are to be investigated, 

2. the capture cross section Cy' , and 

3. the fission cross section Cf7 • 

If there are no crystalline scattering matrices in the library for a 

particular nucleus then by specifying the temperattire, T, the mass number. A, 

and the free scattering cross section, 0~^^ , a free-gas scattering kernel can 

be generated from a subroutine which is a modified version of SIGGAS^ . 

In addition to smooth (temperature independent) fission and capture 

cross sections, resonance parameters can be input and the resonance cross section 

will be calculated for any temperature, T, by the subroutine EXT^ '. 

For each problem the elements must be identified, I.D. n\amber, and 

their number density, P*" , must be input, as well as their mass number, fl 

2 
The temperature, T, the buckling, B , and the cutoff energy, Ê ., for the thermal 

range must also be input. 

Single values for the scattering cross section and diffusion coefficient 

for the energy range above thermal are input quantities that are required for 

calculating the source terms. V , the average number of fast neutrons released 

per fission is a useful input quantity so that flux averaged values of "%/ Q7 

may be printed out. 
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III. FLUX CURRENT AVERAGING OF CROSS SECTIONS AND PRINTOUT QUANTITIES 

Broad grouD cross sections which are required for diffusion or transport 

calculations can be obtained by flux and current averaging of the cross sections 

in the BIT library using 

a) fluxes and currents that are calculated as described in 

Section II, or 

b) fluxes and currents that are input, or 

c) fluxes and currents based on a Maxwellian distribution at 

some temperature, T. 

The Maxwellian flux is given by (p(E)^E. C / and the current may be 

obtained from j = B D ^ ^ u where the constant B is input and D^ is obtained 

from the cross section library, i.e. 

V 3Z:0-^)0-ff-.5^|4-) 
te ^ ^ I k 2 -xTw I ^U ^iit HTfc i'^i^ 

and 

— / 
^^St^l^i 

^tCT v-^o ^ (22) 

13 
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r—*i 
The average macroscopic cross section, ̂ ) } ^or isotope i 

—^^ J 
and for broad group g (where x = f for fission, x = c for capture) is obtained 

from 

S 

(23) 

f<p(E)dE fv« 

where EL and E^ are the lower and upper energy bounds of group g; similarly 
o o 

the energy mesh points kr and k^ represent the lower and upper bounds of 

broad group g. The average macroscopic cross section for the composite case is 

r-^ X _ r - ^ / r-^' \ (24) 
/-Atq 4-% L^%Q 3 IT ^*3 
The broad group transfer term P(0) , for isotope i and from broad 

group g to g ' ^ , £^^ 

J jE'ji:;7E-r)(|)(E)dE 

•9 

J*XE)JE 
EL. 
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For the composite case 

The P(l) broad group transfer terms arp obtained in the same manner except 

the current j replaces the flux <{/ and > replaces > in 

equation 25. 

The quantities that will be printed out (in addition to the input 

quantities) are the: 

1. energy mesh, Ej^, 

2. fluxes, (Pj^, for fine groups, and 

3. ciirrents, j, , for fine groups. 

There will be options for obtaining the following broad group sections by 

element or for the composite case or both: 

4. /_.h'Ci macroscopic fission cross section for broad group g, 

5.^<Zlf>3> 

6.^^ }Q capture cross sect ion. 

15 
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3 ' 
and 8. ̂  ) / total cross section, i.e. 

3' 

There will be an option to print out in addition either 

11. Either the transfer matrix with elements P(0) _ ,, or there 

will be an option to print out the transfer matrix with the 

diagonal terms set equal to zero, i.e. ^(0)^ e ~ ^' 

12. Either the transfer matrix with elements 1/3 P(l) „i> or 

there will also be an option to print out this matrix with the 

diagonal terms set equal to 0. 

or 
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APPENDIX I. DERIVATIONS OF EQUATIONS 

The time independent Boltzmann Equation with no sources (no fission 

neutrons are born in the thermal range) is: 

v•FC^E,a)-I:JE.B.)F(^E,n)=//^CE'-'E,•a-^) 
^ ^ .^ "^ ^ / (1) 

where 
f -

Zr(^A> e'^-^E)+eV/(E,il)= e'o-2 (E) 

Sil E' 

(2) 

and Slamming over the isotopes 

since \ is independent of position, a uniform medium is assumed. The vector 

flux 

F(?E,il)=F(nE,iL)Jl ^̂^ 

is a vector whose magnitude is the number of neutrons traveling in a direction 

XL. (unit vector) that cross a unit area normal to XL- in unit time. 

F(r,E,A)=v,(r,EA)< 

Hence, the scalar flux ^ ^ 

(4) 

5C^)'I|FCr, (5) 
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and the net current density 

T(0=JJ-^F(?,E,il)dlljE. (6) 
EIL 

Now 
_.» .A _^ / \ A - * 

V • F = V* FXL - JLL* V F . So the Boltzmann equation becomes 

^.vF(?,E,li>E;^(E,il)F(?,E,n)=//^(E'-E,A'^ji) (7) 

A X . « / . ^ ' 
F L ) t J.! /Cjt dl*- . Assuming an isotropic medi\un, i.e. 

assuming that the scattering cross section does not depend on the direction of 

the neutron velcoity prior to the collision, the scattering cross section can be 

expanded in Legendre Polynomials as 

where Mc^ X I 'IL . 

The first two expansion coefficients may be obtained in the following 

way: Miatiply Equation 8 by P^iM^); now integrating over j (j 4̂  ( d/^r 

yields: o -/ 
I 

-I 

I 

;. 3'>CE'-E)=i-nJ«^(E'-E,/<s)d/<3=Os(E-E) (10) 
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and 

Also 

4(E')= JSXE-E)'JE ' [ °S(E^ E)dE = Os(E') 
I 

(11) 

-I 

or 
^s'(E'-*E>iT'Jo-5(E'-E,/f5)/^d/^S 

-I 
(12) 

Therefore, I 

or 

so 

is'(E')--i-fs'(E^E)JE=i-n{[So3(E'-E,A5)<JEJAsC^A 

-I 

TS'(E')=AS i ^ S<^(E>s)Jv-A S.(E')=AjCr3(E') 
- I 

(13) 

Summarizing, we have obtained the well known results 

S"CE')=07(E-) and i-5'(E')=/7,a-^(E'). 
nth 

The £. coefficient for the macroscopic scattering cross section of 

.th 
the i isotope is: 

r\(E'-.E>QsfrE^E) ^ zl-Ze.sfi^'-^)- (u) 

20 
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Equation 7 becomes 

F(r,E;il')<)E'dii' (15) 
If we restrict ourselves to 1 dimension, viz. the Z direction, 

VF=c^^-J3j + *&-^- te-jT °̂ 

A-9F=il-l|f = A ^ (16) 

and Equation 15 becomes , 
ATT ' 

Pt(/(,)F(^.E>')df<' (17) 
•e 

O O o - I 
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From the addition theorem for Legendre polynomials: 

hCi<s)-v^Q<^fx'^t<'>^t w ^ p;'(/<')pr(x')^«>^(<?-<p') (1.) 
Substituting (18) into (17) gives . ^ 

Ff2.E',A')<)A'. (19) 

Now integrating with respect to (^ yields 

Ji - I 

[^V-E;piO<)^(xOF(^,E',A)| (20) 

Let us now derive the usual P(l) set of equations. Integrating 

Equation 20 over dSL , i.e. \ J/^ \d ^ ' yields 

-I « 

iT,J^lFM^dH+.l7r|i:^(E,A<)ECz,E,/,)dA=irJ<lE'|j«' 
- I 

[Ks<^E'-.E;%(A')P(z,E;/f;jaO<)dA] ̂-̂  (a) 

22 
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Since it has been assumed that the scattering cross section is independent of 
A 
i i- .-Tt . ^y I 

o -I o -» 
Sd^in^(E,/<)dA=nx(^)J^<'p^ > 

and I 

^,|^l^I^)j^,QE)^(z,E)=atrJdE'Jd/y' 
- I 

|'X^°(E'-E)P.C/^')F(z,E',A')] 

Now expand the flux in Legendre polynomials. 

So 

SF(z,E,M)PVd^ = ̂ (3tH)f'(-'^) 
- I 

f''(z,E)=iTrjF(^,E,/<)dyM= J ( ^ , E ) 

-I 

which is the scalar flux as defined in Equation 5. 

(22) 

(23) 

(24) 

I ' 

fF(z.E,A)p^(^)ciM=:nrSn^^f^'^^^^C/^)P^^)^^> 
. . -I I 

I 

or \!-C^,t,A<;K V^JdyM = 77r--^TTnn/T (->-/. (25) 

(26) 
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-I 

which is the net current density as defined in Equation 6. Therefore, if the 

flux is nearly isotropic, it may be expressed as 

(27) 

F(z,E,/<)=^[ J(z,E>3AJ^(z,E)[ 
(28) 

Upon substituting Equation 28 into Equation 23 and carrying out the integrations: 

(29) 
^i^i^+^^(E)|(z,E)=j£^-(EUE)JCE',z)dE' 

Now substituting Equation 28 into Equation 20, multiplying by ^ and integrating 
A 

over ^X, y i e lds : . 
I 

- I 
\^ iTf 

a|(z,E) 

- I 
V7r 

J(2.E) + 3/<Jz(2,E)]d;^-^X^IdE'fd/.'r (E'-E) 

- I 
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or 

JdE'JdA'n;(E'-'E)f?(A)w[K^'^^^3A'. 
- I 

•^•>] m:. 
or 

So f i n a l l y . 

l?±if). + 3^ (̂E) Jj-,e>J^'(E^E)T,(^.E')dE' 

Equations 29 and 30 are the usual P(l) equations. 

(30) 

One possibility (as is done in GAM) for treating the spacial 

dependence in order to obtain a set of energy dependent equations is to integrate 

Equation 29 over some spacial region A"Z., and differentiate Equation 30 with 

respect to z. before integrating over this same region. Equation 29 and 30 

become: 

25 
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(31) 

and (32) 

where 

rCE)C^(E)|=fc°(E'-E)|(E)dE', 

;€|(E)*3r(E)j(E)=j"r'CE'-E)j(E')dE', 

T(E)=sk-i^#^^j- (=i j^'^' '^-#d^;, (33) 

) 

The spatial dependence is now contained in the input quantity ^(E). 

The spatial dependence in the P(l) equations 29 and 30 can also be 

treated by means of a fotirier transform, i.e. let 

f(B,E,,)-jK-,^>A)e^^^d.-^f[j(-.E)*3>/U-,(z.E)J 

gi 32-^2, (36) 

also set 

f(.^>E,n)--!j^ r(fCB,E)+3A -jCB,E)l (37) 
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Multiplying Equation 29 by e-̂ ^̂  and integrating over z yields 
oo 

I aT.̂ ^E) e-^Nz^CT(^)^(B,E)=fc;(E'-E)f(B,EOdE' 3̂,, 
- 0 0 

00 00 «» 

NOW J ^ [T^(3 ,E)e 'e - ldr=J5^^^e 'B^dz+cBJj^(^ ,E)e '^ ' j / , 
- 0 0 _ o o - 0 0 

° ^ CO 

[ j , Cz,By ̂ ^l^^j j^^f— e' ^̂ dz - Bj (B, E) . (39) 
ei / " J ' • -

-00 

Since TTi^) E ) = J (." ̂'̂  i E J ~ 0 ) substituting Equation 39 into Equation 3̂  

fields Bj(B,E)+nT(^)'''(^-^)"Sn°(E'-*E)$(B,E')dE' (4°) 

Similarly Equation 30 becomes 

(w) -cB4'(B,E)+3nT.(E)ij(B,E) = cj^'(E'-E)j(B,E'JdE' 

-B<P(B,E)-3^^CE)j(B,E)=jx:!(E^E)j(e,E')dE' (42) 
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Hence^in the P(l) approximation we obtain the following two equations from 

rewriting Equation 40 and multiplying Equation 42 by B: 

[ B J C B , E ) | * X : ^ ( E ) < P ( B , E ) = 5^°(E'-E)q.(B,E')dE' 

-B>(B, E)*3nT(E)[Bj^^'^3=fci (E^E) [BjC8,E')] dE' 

These equations are the same as equations (31) and (32) if we make the following 

identifications: 

Bi(B,E)-*T(E) 
<fCB,E)^fCE) (45) 

(43) 

(44) 

B"^—«- - a e i.e., the buckling. (46) 

2 
To see that B represents the buckling recall that 

J(z)=JfF(2,E,M)dEda, 
so from Equations 36 and 37: 

(f(B)=[^(z)e^^-d., also J(zKj4^(B)e^^^dB (47) 

— oO 

so 

^ = -B^J(-) ^r 
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Let us now derive from Equation 20 the Bl approximate set of equations. 

In equation 20 we assume that / ^ is independent of -ti- , so / ^ - / -̂.(.EJ • 

Multiplying Equation 20 by e.''*̂ ^ , integrating over Z., and making use of 

Equation 36, one obtains 

_oo £ O - / 

r 
V f (E'-E)P//')Pi(/<')f (e,E>')] 

Since 
oo 

CO 

j ^ ^ (F(z, E, H)e' '^)dr = AJ i^ l ^^e ' ̂ "dz + X c e 
SoO 

- < » oo 

jF(z,E,/<)e^Szj^ 
— oo 

GO 

AS^(F(^.^.^)^' ' ' - ) ' '^-^^(^'^' '^)^' 'X=° and 

since 

oo 

F(oo,E,^)=F(-o°.E,A<)=0 

we obtain 

-oo 

^J ^F(z^) ^,Bzj^_^ g^f (B^E,/,) 

(48) 
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and Equation 48 becomes «o I 

-iB^fCB,E,//)+^^(E)f(B,E,/()=i:rfdE'JdA 

{Tll(^'-m<^f^P<^-)f(E.E:K)] 
°r oo I 

Cl-^,(8,E))^^(E)«B.E,/<j=X^|jE.j'j^ 
X i -I 

(49) ^ns(^^^)PiC/<)^(^'^f<^6'^)^')j 
where 

Now expand T\^t^iH) in Legendre Poljmomials, 

-FCB,E^/^>^fjCB,E)Pj(;Mj, (51) 
J 

Equation 49 becomes 

J : (E)x;f,(B,E)PiC«j.ip JdE'fd/c fr^(E'.E;-:s^^ii_ 

eO 

?"'-€ft*"w)]-tri-E{E^Ev.,i=,a<^ 
"" f£(B>^)] (52) 
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Multiply Equation 52 by P^(//) and integrate over fi'• 

r(E)f.(B,E)fe^)=^fdE'r^rf 
l->HYi(B,E) 

^^(E'-^E)f^(B,EOJ 

or 

nT(E)^^CB.E)_p^^^ fr''(E^E)fAEOdE' (53) 

where 
(54) 

or %=^Q^(W))^^^)) -̂̂ '̂̂  

where Pp = Legendre polynomial of 1st kind, 

Legendre polynomial of 2nd kind. 

A>.o~ 
•tQT> 

-I 2L, A .^ O l 4 ^ , V-^o.)^M-^/)o,. 
•o,J 

(55) 

(56) 

V ^ - -i-where ^ ~ 5 "" V"' 
-M t. nei 

^n 
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Let k = 0 and take the first two terms of the expansion, i.e. x = 0,1 

r:^(E)f„(B,E) = Vfc*{E'-*E)f.(B.E')JE'+%!-]'E:'(E-E) 

^,(B,E0C1E' (57) 

Let k = 1 and take the first two terms of the expansion, i.e. jc = 0,1 

i-T:^(E)f,(B,B)-A,,ol n':(E'-E)f.(B,E')dEV ̂  i r j c E ' - E ) 
o o 

^,(B,CO(lE' (58) 

Substituting (̂ = 4'^ f© ^'i S) " " 3 ~ "• « (from Equation 37) into 

Equations 57 and 58: _ __ 
CO ov 

C ^ C E ) ?(8.E)=/I.,O J r °(E^E)O(&, E') J E'+ i ̂ .,, J x : ' (E'-E): (8,E')clE' 
(59) 

OO "o 

° o (60) 

Multiply Equation 59 by — r and add to Equation 60 to obtain: 
"o/ 

oo 

^i:.(E)<i'mE)^nr(^)i^B.E>(i^-i/i.,o)jn;(E-E) 
(F(B,E)dE' 
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or oo 

f nT(E)^(B,E)+n/E)jCB,E>(*4P - ^ ) | r ° ( E ^ E ) f ( B , E ' ) d E 
5 

o 

or 

.X;;(EMB;E>tn^(E)j(B,E)-+j£:;(E-E)<('(B,E')dE' 

or 

n-r(^)^(B, E)+B j (B, E ) = J ^ (EUE) <P(B, Ê d E' 
s 

o 

Multiply Equation 59 by C*-̂ ,-//lo o' ^^^ ^'^'^ ^° Equation 60 

oo 

^n/E)'P(B,E)C/E)j (B,E)= (- ̂ *tr- ̂  ̂ " f c 

(E'-E)j(8.E'}dE' 

or 

1-^ oo 
0-A£,o)^ . I-/I. 

Hoo * 
•C/E)<P(^E)4£:^(E)jfB,E)=(+^^;f^.^^) 

Jn'(E'-E)j(B.E')dE' 
c 'S 
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Multiply by . _ A ^ to obtain 
oe 

-B1'(B,E).i^nT^E)j(B,E)=(l-OOjns(E'-*E)j(B.E')dE' 

or 

oo 

-B*(B,E>3ynT(̂ î̂ '̂̂ '̂JZI>'-*E)ĵ B,E')dE' 

where r= x^/\ CO 
3fl-/loo) • 

The Bl equations are given by Equations 61 and 62 where 

or 

(62) 

(63) 

V(B,E;-3 ^-t,,-,^ 3 ^.^,^.^^J_^ • 

Hence the P(l) equations (Equations 40 and 42) are a special case of the B(l) 

equations (Equations 61 and 62) obtained when « = 1. 

Let the thermal energy range extend from 0 - Ê . (Ê , = 2.38 for TNS). 

Then Equation 61 becomes 

(64) 

00 

Bj(B,E> n.^ Jn;(E-E')dE'*{r°(E*E';dE' <P(B,E)= 
— D 

J^^(E'-*E)f(B,E')(lE'+S^CE), 

(65) 
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S°(E)=Ji:s(E'-E)cp(B,E')dE' where the source term ^*'CE )= \J_.r Ct'"• tj^(. B) t-J ̂  t. . (66) 

Ec 

Assuming elastic isotropic scattering in the center of mass coordinate system, 

we have for each scattering isotope 

i:>'-^>9& '^''^'^' (6?) 

^ 0 othejrwise 

where CA- k /} + | / • 

If we assume that (pCo)^ ' P* ^°^ E' > E , and if we let c = 1 in magnitude 

since the magnitude of the fluxes and currents that are calculated will not 

affect any of the flux and current averaged results then 

'̂  V^^ /LA evn̂  seo. J E'(l-o(') E.' 

' ^ i 
where i signified the isotope. If V C N E ) is treated as a constant 

I 

otherwise o*(.E) — O . 

L - ^ 
Br E 

for o{ E > E"̂  E •d̂  '-^ ̂ C. (68) 
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Also, from Equation 62 
oo 

-B<f(B,E)+3KB,E)[Z:^^Jn;CE-E'^dE'tj£^;(E-E')dE' j(B,E)= 

JT'(E-E)j(B;EOdE'+S'(EJ (69) 

where 
S'(E)-JZ:;(E'-'E)j (£')<)£' 

For each scattering isotope (isotropic elastic scattering in CM.) 

where /̂ ^ is the scattering angle in the Lab ̂ys'teni. 

(70) 

(71) 

Therefore /{^ ~ ;t. 

and ho(= / -

A 

rj 

E' .i /̂  

HI ^^ V/q 

E" 
£ 

So Equation 70 becomes 

,,H,.jia^(4..E A-1 ?)j(E')clE' 

(72) 

(73) 

(74) 
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Now: Treat >^ QE') as a constant, and factory \—p- from the parenthesis 

term. Also (see equation 47) J(Z-,E)=-D V j(2,E)+D t B J (z, E ) ; 

multiplying by 6 and integrating over z yields j C E j " D B * P C E y 

where the diffusion coefficient D is independent of E*. 

^ C 
In addition let c^= p-, , then Equation 74 becomes 

E/« 

s'&^msZs) ^ ^T^JJ I 

AIFE^ mf.'if^-\) dE' (75) 

or 

5'(E)=DB(3i:s)^ [ ( ^ - ) - ( ^ ( - f ^^ A± _l_f^ .. 
4r^j^>"^ s e t 

or 

St:B.1.6(<)ii3-''[(«")(;fip(-i).f(«.0iF 

*rJ7- /l-l I J^^ ev 
>{£' / { E ^ C^^^^^ci ' 

or 

S'(E)=D8(3n) 
(1+/!)^ '̂;?:'' cm" sec [^[-o(^/-(|).JX].(^-0 

f ̂ 'nf)-jy 
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now 
^3A ( />- i )^ , ^iU_ f\'\ 
^ 7A—TT^ '̂̂ '̂  0( =• A > so (ft-̂ O^ / l+ l 

s'CE)=x:D.B(3i:.),^^^r-tfe-

4̂̂  (f) - J¥] 
o(E,^E^E, 

(76) 

Otherwise S ( E ) ~ 0 . 
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APPENDIX II. EQUATIONS IN MATRIX FORM 

From the B-1 equations (Equations 65 and 69, Appendix I) we may write 

for each energy of our fine energy mesh: 

Expression 1 represents 99 equations and 2 x 99 unknowns. 

Expression 2 represents 99 equations and 2 x 99 unknowns. 

Expressions 1 and 2 represent 2 x 99 equations and 2 x 99 unknowns. Writing out 

a few equations from 1 and 2: 

Ej,+(c,-n,>,)<p, -n:„ fA-n:, <(,^- • • • - n ; A^ %=s? 

o 

Bi3-i:,,>. vz:,>.v(n,- c°3A3)f3-... -n;,A„ VS3 

B^-n,,„^,vE:,.^iA,-n3_^,^Y- *(n^,-n„,„A„^v- ŝ°<. 
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In matrix form the above equations become: 

Bj-»-i£$=l' (3) 

and - B ^ - » - | j = i ' (4) 

where B = constant scalar 

J = 99 component vector 

X = 99 component vector 

S° = 99 component vector 

sl = 99 component vector 

^ - 99 X 99 element matrix 

= 99 X 99 element matrix. £ 
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Multiplying (4) by B: - B ^ "*• B j j = B S . (5) 

Substituting (3) into (5): " B ' ^ ^ + I [-^'^^J = B S 

or -fe^+fj)f = B S ' - j r , or (B^+|?)p=|S''-BS' (6) 

and i=^S'~^24 (7) 

Since O ^ = D _L JL where 1 = unit matrix, we may write B <P ~_9L » 

where B is a diagonal matrix having elements of B . Equation 6 becomes 

^Q=Y^ (8) 

where 

and 

i^K-i:^^,°'»^]^^ > 
J 

also 
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